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This is Terri Newlon from Sedona, Arizona, USA. www.TerriNewlon.com
You can also listen to the following message, and all subsequent messages which change
every Thursday:
By calling: 1.918.222.7201, Box 163
Or by clicking on this link: http://www.audioacrobat.com/play/WC4rwp5k
(clear the cache on your computer if you hear an old version)
And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest weekly spirituality article:
“Imagine the best possible outcome and Be a conduit for Spirit”
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
A very warm Tibetan greeting to you. It is greeting the happy auspicious you, already in
perfection.
All right then. We are going to talk a little bit about the effects of having been through
strong lessons, or challenges, recently and how you can begin to set your intent now
towards positive outcome. Now simply the question: “what is the best possible
outcome?” should be one that you ask yourself and then also whenever you expand
beyond the self into the realm of the Universe and you ask for assistance at that level,
then you create that Law of Attraction that is giving you so much more than you could
conceive on your own. So you can say:
“Creation, show me the best possible outcome.” Or
“Universe, show me the many outcomes and the best possible one for me”.
So you are reaching beyond the confines of your own mind and asking for the entire
potential of creation to bring it back to you.
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We have some astrological influences that have been very challenging for most people;
primarily Pluto impacting and also somewhat Saturn. But you have other figures in the
mix here and different timetables. So we are nearing an earth completion; so a little bit
longer.
And now is the time to start imagining the best possible outcome, feeling that best
possible outcome. See if you can taste it and smell it and really put as much energy into
the best possible outcome as you can.
All right. Let’s work with a spiral of light coming down from above, spiraling into the
crown chakra, kind of like a roto-router there, spiraling all the way down the body.
You are clearing your channel, you are clearing your vessel to be “hallowed in thy
name” or to be a clear vessel for Spirit, a clear vessel for Divine Intent and just keep
seeing that spiral coming down and hollowing out the body and see it happening again
and then again. So you literally can reach up with your hands and sort of spiral above
your head and spiral down in front of your body to give it a little bit more power.
What we are doing is clearing the channel so you are a conduit for creation and then
again, keep your mind, your body, your emotions, all of your consciousness focused on
the best possible outcome or the most positive outcome. You will get quite a bit of
longevity from that during this time period. It is literally as if the planetary
configurations are going “Well how much was learned? Did the school of hard knocks
teach anything? Do we need to progress onto a stronger lesson” or can we say “lesson
complete in the best possible outcome”?
So you literally want to feed to the Universe, feed to Creation, that you are ready and
that you have been through your trials, your little bumps and bruises, or stronger in
many cases. It has been a very challenging time for many people; physically or health
wise, financially, relationships. A lot of old structures breaking down, a lot of harsh
realities being shown to many members of humanity. So again, what you are declaring
to the Universe is: “I have learned it, I am now turning a new leaf”. Maybe your lesson
was very specific and I would say you do need to know what you are being taught and
change your ways. That’s the bottom line there.
“I’ve got the message, I have changed my ways, I have improved and now I want
the best possible outcome”.
So keep working on that, dear ones, and you have all the support from the Spiritual
Hierarchy, Angelic Kingdom, and many, many, many lightworkers. There are literally
legions of light flooding through you so long as you keep your vessel open to Spirit.
All right. This has been your weekly spirituality article. I hope that you enjoyed the
message and that you perhaps learned one or two new things. Thank you and my love
to you.
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